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64% of the world’s oceans
47% of the earth’s surface

High seas
Exclusive Economic Zones
Costello & Chaudhary 2017

Fisheries on the high seas

10 million t / year caught
12% of global annual catch
15% of global annual landed value
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Current UN General Assembly negotiations
• Develop an internationally legally binding instrument to conserve and
sustainably use marine biological diversity beyond national jurisdiction
• Four packages under discussion:
•
•
•
•

marine genetic resources (MGRs), including questions on benefit-sharing;
environmental impact assessments;
area-based management tools, including marine protected areas (MPAs); and
capacity building and marine technology transfer.

The future of the high seas

Goal: Explore impact of alternative futures on the high seas
under changing climate - through scenarios and models
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Step 1 | Scenario development
SSP5

SSP3

Socio-economic challenges
for mitigation

Highly engineered
High fuel use
Market competitiveness
Effective institutions

Serious degradation
Fuel for domestic supply
Weak institutions

SSP2
Continued degradation
Status quo with respect to fuel use
Unevenly effective institutions

SSP1
Improved conditions
Move away from fossil fuel
Effective institutions

SSP4
Highly managed elite areas
Degraded otherwise
High prices / volatility
Effective institutions for elite

Socio-economic challenges for adaptation

Step 1 | Scenario storylines
SSP 1 – Charting the ‘blue course’
Eliminate harmful fishing subsidies
High fuel prices
Promotion of technology transfer
Seafood certification schemes
Effective implementation and
enforcement of the Port State
Measures Agreement (PSMA)
Ratification of an international legally
binding instrument (ILBI) for the high
seas

SSP 3 – Rough seas ahead

SSP 5 – The ocean superhighway

Exploitation of the high seas by high
income nations who subsidize their
fleets

High levels of international trade,
contributing to strongly globalised
world

Lowered fishing costs due to forced or
underpaid labour on vessels and in
processing plants

Wealth among developed and
developing countries becomes more
evenly distributed

Opaque decision-making, and
corruption leads to a strong lack of
cooperation within and across the
organisations, eroding their mandate
and effectiveness

Developed countries deploy remotely
controlled Fish Aggregating Devices &
other robotic fishing techniques

Limited success of international
treaties and agreements

High-fossil fuel use leads to rise in
water temperatures and worsening
effect of acidification
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Step 2 | Quantitative metrics
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Key findings | Projections
• On average, high seas fisheries are not economically viable across the
three ocean futures
• On the high seas : catches driven by MPAs and scenarios; species
abundance driven by scenarios
• In EEZ : climate change and scenarios main drivers
• Climate change plays an increasingly important role (relative to protected
areas) towards the end of the 21st century
• Under the “Blue course” scenario, low income countries are projected to
have 7 times more catch potential in their EEZ than under the “rough seas
ahead” scenario.

Conclusions
• Integration of qualitative information with quantitative modelling
• Socio-economic considerations key to future high seas management
• Role of economic-based interventions

62% of high seas catches
71% of landed value
• Climate change will affect fish and fisheries in EEZ –> better
management of the high seas can benefit countries strongly impacted
by climate change in the future
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Questions?

contact: c.wabnitz@oceans.ubc.ca
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